Available at Ironcompany.com®

A.C. Performance Plus™ with Carbon
Blue™

Features
High Performance handlebars support all rider needs, from comfort to highperformance
Virtual Contact™ Magnetic resistance brake allows for smooth, consistent control
Schwinn® Fit System enables versatile seat and handlebar adjustments for reined
positioning
Schwinn Fit system enables a wide range of seat and handlebar adjustments to
provide safe and comfortable setup for a wide range of riders

Carbon Blue™
Several years ago, a company named Gates introduced a concept never before seen on outdoor bikes – a belt drive that performed like a chain. Their
innovative system – called Carbon Drive™ – features a carbon ﬁber reinforced belt with teeth for maximum durability and true bike performance. Over
time, this has transitioned from a novelty system to a mainstream solution used on hundreds of outdoor bike models today.
User size Range: 4’11” to 6’8″ (150 cm to 203 cm)
Q-Factor: 168 mm
Bottom Bracket: Oversized ISIS
Pedal Interface: Morse Taper non-threaded spindle
Frame Material: Powder-coated aluminum
Drive Train: Carbon Blue™ Belt Drive
Resistance System: 6-Magnet Non-Contact Magnetic Resistance
Flywheel Weight: 36 lbs (16 kg)
Shipping Weight: 112 lbs (51 kg)
Standard Pedals: Double Link
Optional Pedals: Schwinn Triple Link™
Available Consoles: MPower™ Echelon2 with optional power meter, Schwinn Cadence Pro computer

OUR FLAGSHIP INDOOR BIKE IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.
Schwinn® launched a phenomenon with the ﬁrst production bike designed speciﬁcally for indoor cycling over 20 years ago, and we continue to build on
the legacy of the most experienced brand of indoor group cycling bikes. Our ﬂagship bike, the A.C.™ Performance Plus, was designed to enhance rider
comfort with micro adjustable seat and handlebars, a wider step-through and durable, covered stretch pads – all surrounded by a rust-free aluminum
frame. With the new belt-based drive system that combines the maintenance-free durability and performance of a belt with the authentic-ride feel of a
chain, it’s on the cutting edge of the indoor cycling industry. Add to this feature-set the smallest foot print of any commercial group cycling bike, it allows
for the most usage of the cycling studio ﬂoor space.
Length: 54 in (137 cm)
Width: 21 in (53 cm)
Height: 51 in (130 cm)
User Weight Capacity: 300 lbs (136 kg)
Product Weight: 102 lbs (46 kg)
SKUs:
Quantum Silver Frame: 100190-79
White Frame: 100190-25

For more information or to purchase the Schwinn Fitness AC Performance Plus Indoor Cycle with Carbon Blue visit here

